Top Sportsability New Age Kurling:
Ever Decreasing Circle
This introductory, warm-up game helps players to develop the best way (for them) to deliver the Kurling stone.

What you need
•N
 ew Age Kurling stones & pusher sticks if required.
• Chalk, marker discs
• Flat, indoor playing area

How to play
•A
 rrange the group in a large circle, facing inwards (depending

on available space)
•M
 ark a large target circle in the centre; this can be in chalk or
using marker discs (but ensure discs do not obstruct players’
target pathway)
• E ither in turn, or all together, players deliver their stones so that
they come to rest inside the circle
•O
 nce every player has delivered their stone, reduce the size of the
circle (eg. quickly draw a second smaller circle inside the first; use
a different colour or rub out the first circle)
Or, simply move the marker discs to create a smaller target circle.
• P layers continue to deliver their stone; reduce the circle target size
at the end of each ‘round’
• Count stones on the line as ‘in’

Ways of Playing
Players can deliver stones in different ways, including:
•h
 olding the stone by the handle with a one-handed ‘bowling’ action
pushing
the stone using the pusher stick
•
• using a ramp or similar to roll the stone

Think about
• F inding the right way of sending the stone for YOU!

Top Sportsability New Age Kurling:
Ever Decreasing Circle
Use the STEP model to modify this game

Space
• S tart with a very large circle that ensures everyone can be successful. Progressively reduce the size of
the target circle after each round

•C
 ircles can be marked in different colours in advance; however, a single, smaller circle each time is
easier for players to locate and perceive

Task
• P layers may have to use more power as the circle gets smaller; for example, bigger arm swing, stronger
push or releasing the stone further up the ramp

Equipment
•P layers can use specially-designed New Age Kurling ramps or a modified alternative; for example, a
flat board resting on the lap and touching the floor

•A
 s the game progresses, discs or foam skittles can be used to create obstacles; only stones that reach
the circle without touching or knocking over an obstacle count

People
• The game can be repeated as a team activity – red against blue
• S ome players may prefer if everyone rolls their stones at the same time initially; however, as turn-taking
is part of the game of New Age Kurling, work towards each player going one at a time in rotation

• Sound cues can be provided to assist some players in locating the target circle

Extension game
Hog It

• T o introduce the idea of getting the stone across the ‘Hog Line’, change the game so that players face
the same way along a throwing line; mark a line (or use discs) 2-3 metres from the players’ starting
position – this is the Hog Line

• T he object is for players to deliver their stone so that it comes to rest on the other side of the Hog Line
•A
 s players improve, move the Hog Line further away from the start position

Safety
•N
 o-one should move into

the circle area while stones
are being played

•C
 lear up any loose stones

and discs at the end of the
game

How to improve
• What’s your best position?

Standing, sitting, kneeling
or another way?

Integrity
Whatever modifications
are used, maintain the
integrity of the game. Avoid
modifying a game to the
point where it no longer
resembles the original

Links
For more information about
New Age Kurling see:
www.gbkurling.co.uk/

